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Executive Summary 

As a piece of educational program I have experienced Project on An Analysis of 

Working Capital administration at KIRLOSKAR ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED 

for about a month and a half. It gets vital for a postgraduate understudy to be 

knowledgeable with both hypothetical information and its reasonable application in 

genuine circumstance. The Project is an eye opener with respect to the real working of 

various offices in an association. Additionally bury departmental connections and its 

essentialness is completely comprehended during this period. The Project planned for 

looking for data from different offices, its history, and nature of business, vision, 

crucial, arrangement, items/administrations, Infrastructural Facilities, SWOT 

examination, and Financial Statement concerning Company. It improves the 

information about the organization and its rivals and the methods procedures 

embraced by them to beat their opposition. It was an incredible open door for me to 

experience preparing and how organization has facilitated its areas of expertise and in 

giving their items in convenient way. In this way the involvement with the 

organization has become a worth expansion in my MBA educational plan.  

The fundamental focal point of the investigation is An Analysis of Working Capital 

Management regarding Kirloskar Electric Company Limited. It principally centres 

around Working capital parts, target and needs, its significance, types and how it 

impacts the benefit of the organization. The exploration strategy utilized is illustrative 

research as the optional information is considered for the investigation it contains 

examination of 5 years information of the organization from 2015 to 2019. The targets 

of the examination can be fulfilled by investigating the budget reports through Ratio 

Analysis. By the Graphical portrayals of proportions, how the working capital impacts 

productivity and its significance to know the money related situation of the 

association can be considered. In this manner, Working Capital Management is 

significant which influences the gainfulness and monetary situation of the 

organization. 

 

 

 


